Several further defects can be identified in crystal C, in addition to the dislocation examined in the main text. SI Fig. S6 shows a 3D rendering of crystal C with the q hkl vector directions of the six measured reflections superimposed. Amplitude and phase of the complex electron density reconstructed from each reflection are shown on two slices though the crystal. In slice I two defects, (a) and (b) can be identified. Defect (a), is described in the main text. In slice II defects (c) and (d) are visible. The phase jumps associated with each defect, observed in the phases of the measured reflections, are listed SI Table S2 ). As discussed in the main text the magnitude of the expected phase jump, ∆ψ hkl , due to a dislocation with burgers vector b, observed in a reflection with scattering vector q hkl , is ∆ψ hkl = b · q hkl .
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The scattering vectors associated with the six reflections measured from crystal C are: 
(1--11) 
